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The first purpose of this paper is to study the classification of unbounded 
left Hilbert algebras. The second purpose is to investigate the unbounded 
left Hilbert algebras generated by positive linear functionals on a *-algebra. 
The final purpose is to study the classification of positive linear functionals. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue our study of unbounded left Hilbert algebras begun 
in a previous paper [8]. In particular, we investigate the relation between positive 
linear functionals on a *-algebra and unbounded left Hilbert algebras. 
Let f  be a positive linear functional on a *-algebra A. The elements a of A 
such that f (a*a) = 0 form a left ideal Nf in A. If  a E A we denote by &(a) 
the coset of A/N, = h,(A) which contains a and we define an inner product by 
(h,(u) 1 h,(b)) = f(b*u). We consider under what conditions X,(A) becomes an 
unbounded left Hilbert algebra. 
In [7] we showed that if f  is abelian, then X,(A) is an unbounded Hilbert 
algebra [4], and using the classification of unbounded Hilbert algebras [5], 
we assigned classifications to abelian positive linear functionals. The primary 
purpose of this paper is to consider this problem for nonabelian positive linear 
functionals. 
In Section 2 we study the classification of unbounded left Hilbert algebras. 
In Section 3 we define the notation of quasi-abelian positive linear functionals 
and show that if f  is quasi-abelian, then &(A) is an unbounded left Hilbert 
algebra. 
In Section 4 we study positive linear functionals g with g <f (where f  is 
a quasi-abelian positive linear functional). 
In Section 5, using the classification of unbounded left Hilbert algebras, 
we give the classifications of quasi-abelian positive linear functionals. 
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2. CLASSIFICATION OF UNBOUNDED LEFT HILBERT ALGEBRAS 
We begin with some basic terminology. 
If A and B are linear operators in a Hilbert space $3 with domains g(A) and 
B(B), then we say A is an extension of B, denoted by A 3 B, if 9(A) 3 9(B) 
and At z B.$ for all 5 Ed. If A is a closable operator, then we denote by 
A the smallest closed extension of A. Let &’ be a set of closable operators in 5. 
Then, we denote by & the set (A; A E -Qz}. If A is a linear operator with dense 
domain 9(A), then we denote by A* the hermitian adjoint of A. Let A and B 
be closed operators in !$ If A+ B is closable, then A + B is called the strong 
sum of .4 and B and is denoted by A + B. The strong product is likewise defined 
to be AB if it exists and is denoted by A . B. The strong scalar multiplication 
of h E @ (the field of complex numbers) and A is defined by X . A = XA if 
X # 0 and A . -4 = 0 if X = 0. 
Let ‘2[,, be a left Hilbert algebra with involution # in a Hilbert space 5j and 
9Z0(%,,) (resp. V$U,)) be the left (resp. right) von Neumann algebra of ‘9X,. 
LetFst :7+ 7 b be the adjoint involution of the involution .$ E 210 -+ 5” E ‘?I,, 
and 5%&J the definition domain of F%, . Take and fix an element 7 of P+!I,,). 
Define an operator v;(7) by 
where m0 denotes the left regular representation of %?I0 . Then, 5-i(7)* 3 7$7b) 
and ~$7) is affiliated with Y’,$JI,,) (is denoted by “h(7) qY’$XO)). We define 
where 9($) denotes the set of all bounded linear operators on &. Then, ‘9lb 
is an involutive algebra with involution 7 + 7b and ri is an antirepresentation 
of rUh in sj. Let z?P(‘%,,) be the definition domain of the adjoint involution 
Sst, of the involution 7 -+ 7b. For each [ E 9#(%,,), define an operator r,,(f) 
bY 
Then, nO([)* 3 r,,(P) and n,,(f) r&,(2&,). We define 
2Ii is an involutive algebra with involution 5 + t#, which contains ‘us as an 
involutive subalgebra. The definitions and notations of Takesaki’s paper [IO] 
are usually used below without reference. 
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We now define an unbounded left Hilbert algebra which is an unbounded 
generalization of a left Hilbert algebra as follows: 
Let 2I be a pre-Hilbert space with inner product ( j ) and an algebra with 
involution #. Let & be the completion of the pre-Hilbert space ‘3. Suppose that 
By (i), n(t) is a closable operator in Sj with domain 5X and n(e)* I) ~(6”). We set 
41, -= {[ E 2I; ?-r(4) E .!qij)}. 
I f  Cu satisfies condition (i) above and the following conditions: 
(ii) ‘?I, is a left Hilbert algebra with the involution #, 
(iii) the involution SsrO is an extension of the involution # on QI, 
-- 
(iv) n,,(t) C ~$5) for every [ E 21 (where z-,, denotes the left regular repre- 
sentation of %a), 
then 2I is called an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over ‘%a in !+j and 7~ is called 
the left regular representation of Cu. An unbounded left Hilbert algebra YI 
over ‘3, is called purely unbounded if ‘3 # 2I, . I f  ‘$I0 is an acheved left Hilbert 
algebra, then !3I is said to be achieved. 
For details, the reader is referred to [8]. 
In this section we give the classification of unbounded left Hilbert algebras. 
We have the following 
LEMMA 2.1. If  $X0 is a left Hilbert algebra in a Hilbert space & and E is a 
projection in %&(ll,) n V#&-J, then 
(i) E‘$& is a left Hilbert algebra in E!?J under the operations: (E[)(Er)) r E&, 
(Et)@ = Et+; 
(ii) B.b(E’$I,) = E9’b(91r,) andfor each 7 E W(‘rr,) 
where rA(r])/E$ denotes the restriction of W;(T) to Esj; 
(iii) (E‘&,) = E’2I~ ; 
(iv) 9+(E211,) = E9#(‘2&,) and for each [ E 9+(9&J 
___ - 
(.&Y = E5”, I,, = q&W%; 
(v) (E2IJ” = E2I;I . 
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THEOREM 2.1. If 2l is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over $2, in & and E 
is a projection in %&X0) n V#&J, then E2l is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra 
over E21 n E21,” in Ef, under the operations: (Ef)(E?) 2: r(Ef)(Ey) = E&, 
(Et)+ == Et”. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.1 in [8], n(E) ~&t,(2ls) for each 5 E 2I, and so it follows 
that ((Et)(Ed I EC) = (ET I (We f  or each 4, 7, 5 E 21. It follows from 
Lemma 2.1 (iv) that 
(a) 9+(E21,) = E9#(2t,) 1 E2l. 
Further, we have 
- - 
(b) n(E[) 1 n,,(E.$ for every 6 G 2l, 
where us denotes the left regular representation of the left Hilbert algebra 
E2I?[, . In fact, since rr(5) r) it,, 17 E~(v(.$)) for every v  E 21;) and so there 
exists a sequence {yn} in 2l such that lim,,, 71~ = 77 and lim,,, ~$5) 7n = 3 ?. 
Then we have 
Hence, Ey E g(rr(Ef)) and 
= d@) ET. 
Using this fact and Lemma 2.l(iv), (v), we can easily prove that 
(E%), = {Et E E2I; n(E5) C g(EJ3)) 
= E2l n EW; . 
Hence, (E’LI),, becomes a left Hilbert algebra equivalent to the left Hilbert 
algebra E21, . Consequently it follows from (a) and (b) that E2l is an unbounded 
left Hilbert algebra over E2I n E2Ii in EJS. 
Let ~?~A~A,A be a family of unbounded left Hilbert algebras 21A over (2l,J, 
in !& _ Let x,z, 2I,, be the set of all elements of the Cartesian product XAEn 21A 
with only a finite number of nonzero coordinates. In particular, if A is a finite 
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set {I, 2 ,..., a}, then CE, ‘LIA is also denoted by PI, @ ‘.. f$ %,t , Define the 
operations and inner product on En& VIA as follows: 
Then, we show that CE, ‘u, is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over CE,q (‘SJ, 
in the direct sum @,,Efl an of the Hilbert spaces $,n . 
LEMMA 2.2. C,$, (2I,J, is a left Hilbert algebra in GAGA $A and it satisfies: 
(i) CC% (Wo)’ = HrlJ E OnEn 5% ; n E (‘&hi for all h E n and 
C&A II 7Ab II2 < a>; 
(4 (72 == i~Ab)for each {q,d E (X,$ (Yh),)‘; 
(iii) CC,“;, (ti,),)” = {((J E OhEn $jh ; th E (a,): for all A E A and 
LEA II 5,+ iI2 < al; 
(iv) {&J+ = i&“)for each I&S E CT% (~~.dJ”. 
Proof. From Theorem 11.2 in [lo] it follows that CE,, (ti,), is a left Hilbert 
algebra in @AEn $A Assertions (i) through (iv) are easily proved. 
Let A, be a linear operator in $j,, with dense domain 9(A,). Then, we define 
a linear operator {A,) in GAEn $jA with domain 9((A,}) as follows: 
,, ; X~ E 9(A,) for all X E fl and 1 Ii ilz,s,, I-? d: zc 
AEA 
Then we have 
LEMMA 2.3. (i) 1f A, is a closed operator for all A E A, then {A,,) is a closed 
operator; 
(ii) If Ah is a closable operator for all h E A, then {A,] is a closable operator 
such that (A,} = {A,} and {A,}* = (A$}. 
THEOREM 2.1. CE,,, PI, is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over CE, (‘U,), 
in Odd h . 
Proof. It is easily proved that ({[h){qA} 1 {c,}) = ((7J i {(,j”((,~) for each 
I&l, h,), IL: E Cz, ‘% and CC%, ‘Q, -= 165~) E C% % ; 4&N E 
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~~~~~~~ fin)} = CE, (S,),, . By Lemma 2.2, (C,& a,,),, is a left Hilbert algebra 
in &A 5 . 
We next show that 9#(~$, (%,)a) 1 C& ‘& . For each {&} E CE, a,, and 
‘allows from Lemma 2.2(i), (ii) that 
Hence. 
- - 
Finally, we show that r({tA}) 3 q,({&}) for each {&} EC&, ‘& . From 
Lemma 2.3 it follows immediately that 
This implies that 
This completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 2.1. EEA %,, is called the direct sum of the unbounded left 
Hilbert algebras {21A}AEA . 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 91 be an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over 2X0 
in !?J. If  there exists a family (EA}AEn of mutually orthogonal projections E, 
in @O(%,,) n 9’$&,) such that xAEA EA = I and &‘u is a left Hilbert algebra 
for every h E A, then ‘8 is called weakly unbounded. If  there does not exist any 
nonzero projection E in @,$X0) n VO(91r,) such that E9I is a left Hilbert algebra, 
then 2l is called strictly unbounded. 
If  ‘$1 is a weakly unbounded left Hilbert algebra over ‘5X,, in sj, then rU is 
regarded as an unbounded left Hilbert algebra in QJAeA E,& by the map: 
f E ‘ill+ {E,,f} E @JAEA ,&. For each h E A we have EA%,CEAF,'IICEA21,". In 
particular, if ‘% is achieved, then E,,2I = E,,‘%,, for every h E A and 9l is regarded 
as an unbounded left Hilbert algebra in BAGA E,$ containing the left Hilbert 
algebra x:,2, E,,‘2102. 
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THEOREM 2.3. If  ‘21 is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over %,, in FJ, then 
there exists a projection E in S#X,,) n V’$X,) such that 
(i) E21 is weakly unbounded; 
(ii) (I - E) 91 is strictly unbounded; 
(iii) BI is a *-subalgebra of the unbounded left Hilbert algebra E9l @ 
(I - E) 21; 
(iv) the left Hilbert algebra ‘u, is equivalent to the left Hilbert algebra 
(E(LI @ (I - E) a), . 
Proof. Let {EA}AEA be a maximal family of mutually orthogonal projections 
in %!a(21,) n Y$!l,) such that E,,% is a left Hilbert algebra. We set E = &n EA . 
Then, it is easily proved that E satisfies the assertions of the theorem. 
Let 9I be an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over ‘$I,, in sj. It follows from 
Lemma 3.1 in [8] that ~(5) is affiliated with ~,,(‘%,,), We set 
Then, +(‘9l) = (C(e); 6 E ‘$I} is a closed #-algebra on 59% (cf. [3j), which is called 
the closed left #-algebra of 5X. If  a *-algebra generated by z-(a) and @,,(‘u,,) 
under the operations of strong sum, strong product, strong scalar multiplication, 
and adjoint is defined, then it becomes an EW*-algebra over @O(‘&,) (cf. [2]), 
which is called the left EW*-algebra of ‘% and is denoted by @(a). Further, if 
@@I) has a common dense domain, i.e., B(@(rU)) = nasGfXl) 9(A) is dense 
in 5, then @(%)/.9(@(9I)) is a closed EW#-algebra over %,@a) (cf. [3]), which 
is called the closed left EW#-algebra of 2l and is denoted by %(9X). If  the closed 
left EW#-algebra 4@ZI) of 91 is defined, then 21 is called representable. 
For a more complete discussion concerning unbounded left Hilbert algebras 
the reader is referred to [8]. 
Let {J+fJAEA be a family of *-algebras of bounded operators A,, on Hilbert 
spaces 9~~ . We denote by nAEn &, the set {{AA]; A, E JZ,} of closed operators 
b% in OAEn $3, . Then, IL.A dI\ is a *-algebra of closed operators in @AEn 5, 
under the operations of strong sum, strong product, strong scalar multiplication, 
and adjoint. In particular, if An is a von Neumann algebra for every X E (1, 
then nhen.,4?,, is an EW*-algebra over the direct sum @dod.Mh of the von 
Neumann algebras -MA . 
DEFINITION 2.3. An EW#-algebra &Y is called weakly unbounded if there 
exists a family {JZ!A}Afn of von Neumann algebras such that 2 is a *-subalgebra 
of the EW*-algebra nlsn Mn and Jb = Bntn ;X, . 
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LEMMA 2.4. I f  ‘3 is a weakly unbounded left Hilbert algebra over ‘NO in $, 
that is, there exists a family {Eh},,EA of mutually orthogonal projections EA in 
%(%J n +‘Z&) such that LA E,, = I and En% is a left Hilbert algebra for 
every A E A, then a = (T~(E,&)} for every 5 E: QI. 
Proof. For each 71 E 2I we have 
Hence, 7 = W,d E=W~E~OI) and 45) rl = bdEAS)l{EArl). Thus, &? C 
(q,(E,$)}. Since T~(E,J) = G) E,, , for each x = {x~} EB({T~(E~[)}) we have 
that xh E =9(7T(5)) for each h E: A and Cnsn /I a X~ II2 = Cnen // T,-,(E,J) xA /I2 -=c GO. 
Hence, x E g(rr(f)). 
THEOREM 2.4. If  2X is a weakly unbounded left Hilbwt algebra over 2&, 
in sj, then it is representable. Further, the closed left EW#-algebra O&%) is weakly 
unbounded. 
Proof. Since ‘$I is weakly unbounded, there is a family {EA},,EA of mutually 
orthogonal projections in %,,(‘$I) n VO(‘&,) such that CAEn EA = I and E,2l 
- 
is a left Hilbert algebra for every A E fl. From Lemma 2.4 it follows that V(E) E 
nApA %o(EA9&,) for every 5 E PI. Also, ~,,(2&,) = @AEd %O(EA2Q. Hence, 
a *-algebra @(2I) generated by r(2I) and @#II,) is a *-subalgebra of the EW*- 
algebra JJan @,,(521,,) such that @@I), = @@IO) and 9(@(2I)) = 
nx.~dw'zAEn-w. l-3 is implies that the closed left EW#-algebra 
$(rU) of ‘$I is well defined and it is wekly unbounded. 
3. QUASI-ABELIAN POSITIVE LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
Let f  be a positive linear functional on a *-algebra A. The elements a in A 
such that f(a*a) = 0 form a left ideal Nf in A. If a E A, we denote by A,(a) 
the coset of A/N, E X,(A) which contains a and we define an inner product 
by: (h,(a) I h,(b)) = f(b*a). Th en, h,(A) becomes a pre-Hilbert space. Let !$ 
be the completion of X,(A). If a E A, we denote by nf(a) the operator in !& 
whose domain is h,(A) and which maps h,(b) into A,(ab). If the condition: 
f  (a*a) = 0 implies a = 0, then f  is called faithful. 
Throughout this section let A be a *-algebra with identity e and f  a positive 
linear functional on A. We set 
&(f) = (a E A; nAa> E g(%)). 
Then, Ab( f) is a *-subalgebra of A. 
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In this section we define the notation of quasi-abelian positive linear functionals 
and show that if f  is quasi-abelian, then h,(A) is an unbounded left Hilbert 
algebra over X,(A,(f)) in !& . 
LEMMA 3.1. If there exists a *-subaZgebra B(f) of Ah(f) with another 
involution a ---f ab such that 
(i) X,(B(f)) is dense in !& ; 
(ii) f  (a*b) = f(bab) for all a E B(f) and a E A, then 
(1) N, is a *-ideaE in A; 
(2) Af(Ab( f)) is left HiZbert algebra in !& under the operations: 
&f(a) 5(b) = n&(a)) A,(b) = &(ab), /\t(a># = &(a*); 
(3) &(B( f  )) C @(W&,(f ))) and h(b) b = Ub b, for every b E B(f); 
(4) &(e) is a generating and separating vector for the van Neumann 
algebra %M&(f ))) ad 
W,(f ))’ = %(&(&(f ))) h(e), G%(f ))” = @&M&(f))) h(e). 
Proof. (1) It is obvious that Nf is a left ideal in A. Suppose that a E Nf . 
Then, for each b E B(f) we have 
(W) I Ma*)) = f  (ab) = f  ((bb)* a) 
= (&(a) 1 &(bb)) = 0. 
From the density of h,(B( f)) in !&, it follows that $(a*) = 0, i.e., a* E N, . 
Thus, N, is a *-ideal in A. 
(2) By (l), we can easily show that &(A,( f  )) is an involutive algebra with 
the involution #. It is obvious that (&(a) A,(b) / 5(c)) = (/\r(b) 1 h,(a)+ h,(c)) for 
every a, b, c E Ab( f) and &(A,( f))” is dense in !?jf . Further, from the equality: 
for each b E B( f!  and a E Ab( f) 
Mbb) I 5(a)) = f  (a*bb) 
= f  (b*a*) 
it follows that h,(a) -+ A,(a)+ is closable as a real linear operator on the real 
pre-Hilbert space hf(Ab(f)). Thus, /\f(Ab( f)) is a left Hilbert algebra in s3/ . 
(3) This follows from the proof of (2). 
(4) It is obvious that S(e) is a generating vector for %,Jh,(A,( f))). We 
show that &(e) is a separating vector for %!&&(A,( f  ))). Suppose that XAf(e) = 0 
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for X c: %t,(h,(A,(f))). Th ere exists a sequence {a,} in Ah(f) such that ~~(a,) 
converges strongly to X. For each b E B(f) we have 
Hence, X*&(e) = 0. Since 
ww4 I UC)) = bz (~r(GJ W) I fw) 
= pi f(c*u,b) 
= i-2 f(u,bcb) 
= i+i (~A4 Web) I U4) 
= (XWcb) I UeN 
= Vf(bcb) I X*%9) 
=o 
for each 6, c E B(f) and h,(B(f)) is dense in !&, we have X = 0. Thus, 5(e) 
is a separating vector for %,,(&(Ab(f))). F rom Theorem 12.1 in [lo], it follows 
that 
W,(f))’ = C&W%(f))) W and 5(&(fY = ‘%(~,(Ab(f))) h(e). 
We consider the converse of Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. If  f  is a faithful positive linear functional such that X,(&,(f)) 
is an achieved left Hilbert algebra in sj, , then there exists a *-subalgebra B(f) 
of A,(f) with an involution a --+ ab such that &(B(f)) is dense in !& andf(a*b) = 
f  (hub) for all a E B( f) and b E Ah(f). 
Proof. Let B,,(f) be a Tomita algebra equivalent to the left Hilbert algebra 
%%(fb We set 
B(f) = {a E All(f); &(a) 6 %(f% 
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Then, it is easily proved that B(f) is a *-subalgebra of Ah(f) and an involution 
a + ab on B(f) is defined by: A,.(ab) = &(a)b. Further, since &(A,(f)) is 
achieved, h,(B(f)) = g,,(f). And so, X,(B(f)) is dense in $jr . For each a E B(f) 
and b E &lb(f) we have 
f(a”4 = @f(b) I h,(4) 
= (hf(4b I of 
= @f(Qb) I A,@*)) 
= f(bd). 
DEFINITION 3. I. If f satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.1 and 
(iii) h,(B(f)) is densely contained in h,(A,(f))’ with respect to the norm 
topology in the Hilbert space 9b(&(Ar,(f))), then f is called quasi-abelian. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  f is quasi-abelian, then h,(A) is an unbounded left Hilbert 
algebra over h,(A,(f)) in sj, under the operations: h,(a) h,(b) = r(&(a)) A,(b) = 
h&b), A,(a)+ = &(a*). 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.1 (I) that h,(A) is a *-algebra. Further, 
it is easily proved that (h,(a) h,(b) 1 At(c)) = (h,(b) 1 At(u)+ h,(c)) for every 
a, b, c E A and &(A)a = {&(a) E &(A); r(hJa)) ~a(!&)} = h,(A,(f)). Hence, 
from Lemma 3.1 (2) it follows that h,(A)O is a left Hilbert algebra in sj, . 
We next show that &(A)CLP(h,(A,(f))) and ~~,ca,o)h(u> = h(u)” for 
every a E A. It follows from assumption (iii) that for each X’ E rf(Ab(f))' 
there exists a sequence {b,} in B(f) such that r,,(&(b,)) converges strongly to X’. 
For each a E A we have 
= ;+i f (b,*a) 
= ;+. f (ub,b) 
= i-2 Mbnb) I MT) 
= i-2 hXWd* Ue) I Ua)#) 
= U-V* ~f(4 I hf(a)#) 
= ((X’~fWb I ~fW+7- 
This implies that h,(A) CGF(X,(A,(f))) and S,+~f~$f(a) = Al(u)+ for every 
UEA. 
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We now show that ~~(a) h,(b) = x&(b)) &(a) for every a E A and b E B(f). 
This follows from the equalities: for each c E B(f) 
(d4 W) I ;\f(c)) = f(c*4 
= j-((M)* c*u) 
and 
Using this fact, we can prove that s(u) $&s(X,(A,(f))) for every a E A. In fact, -- 
suppose that X’ E “tT,(A,(A,(f))). S ince X’nf(a) C X’T~(U), we need only show 
- - 
that X’T~(U) C ~~(a) X’. By assumption (iii) there exists a sequence {c,J in B(f) 
such that ~-i(&(c,J) converges strongly to X’. Then, for each b E A we have 
and 
Hence, X’&(b) E %(~~(a)) and 3(u) X’h,(b) = X’rf(u) h,(b). Thus, XQT~(U) C 
q(u) X’. 
- - 
Finally, we show that ~,,($(a)) C T&(U)) for every a E A. This follows from 
the equality 
~“cb(4) X’w9 = X’M4 
= X’7rf(u) h,(e) 
= 7rf(U) X’&(e) 
for every X’ E 9QX,(A,(f))). 
This completes the proof. 
We consider the converse of Theorem 3.1. 
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THEOREM 3.2. If  f  is faithful and h,(A) zs an achieved unbounded left Hilbert 
algebra over X,(A,(f )) in $& , then f  is quasi-abelian. 
Proof. This is proved in the same way as in Lemma 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be a topological “-algebra with identity e and f  a 
continuous faithful positive linear functional on A. I f  Ah(f) is dense in A 
and h,(A,,(f)) is an achieved left Hilbert algebra in !& , then f  is quasi-abelian 
and &(A) is an achieved unbounded left Hilbert algebra over h,(A,(f )) in bf 
Proof. From Lemma 3.2, there exists a *-subalgebra B(f) of A*(f) with 
an involution a + ab such that /\r(B(f )) is a T omita algebra equivalent to the 
left Hilbert algebra X,(A,(f )) and f  (a*b) = f  (bab) for all a E B(f) and b E Ab(f ). 
Since f  is continuous and A&f) is dense in A, we have 
f  (a*b) = f  (bab) 
for all a E B(f) and b E A. Thus, we can see that f  is quasi-abelian. From 
Theorem 3. I, &(A) is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over h,(A,(f )) in br . 
COROLLARY 3.2. If  A? is a closed EW#-algebra over ~4’~ and d, is a u-weakly 
continuous (cf. [3]) faithful positive linear functional on A’, then A, is a faithful 
*-representation of A’ onto the unbounded left Hilbert algebra h,(J) over &(A!,,) 
in sj, . 
Proof. From Theorem 4.2 in [8], n6(&‘) is an EW-#-algebra over ~~(&a) 
and h,(l) is a generating and separating vector for the von Neumann algebra 
TV (where I denotes the identity operator). Further, we can show that 
do 7 -: CA’b(f) = (A EJY; TQ,(A) E S?(!&)} and &!‘a is u-weakly dense in ./M. 
Hence, the corollary follows from Corollary 3.1. 
Below we give the other condition under which h,(A) is an unbounded left 
Hilbert algebra. 
THEOREM 3.3. If  there exists a *-subalgebra B(f) of A,,(f) with an involution 
a - ab such that 
(i) Ar(B(f)) is dense in br ; 
(ii) f  (a*b) = f  (bab) for all a E B(f) and b E A; 
(iii) G) v-J~)” for every a E A, then h,(A) is an unbounded left 
Hilbert algebra over &(A&f)) in J3r . 
Proof. From Lemma 3. I, hf(Ab(f)) . 1s a left Hilbert algebra in $3r and &(e) 
is a generating and separating vector for %,,(X,(A,(f))). Further, we have that 
&(&(f ))’ = C&S%(f ))) Me) and &(A,(f ))” = %M&(f ))) 4(e). We need 
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h(A) C~+V&W))) and SA,(~,~df(4 = M4+ for every a E 4 
~ - 
~(+(a)) 3 no(Af(a)) for every a E A. 
For each a E A let ~~(a) = U 1 %)I be the polar decomposition of 
~~(a) and let ( ~~(a)/ = j’r h dE(h) be the spectral resolution of ( ~~(a)/. We set 
A, = 
I’ 
n h dE(A), n = 1, 2,... . 
0 
By assumption (iii), it follows that U, A,, E v~(A~(~))’ = %!,(h,(A,(f))). Then, 
we have that U&&(e) E eo(h,(A,(f))) h,(e) = h,(A,(f))” and 
ii CIA,&(e) = &(a) 
= &(a*) 
= h,(u)“. 
Hence, it follows that &(a) EB#(X~(A~(~))) and S,+,(r)$j(u) = &(a)#. 
(2) This follows immediately from ~~(a) @Vo(5(Ab(f))) and &(Ab(f))’ = 
%oIAA&f)N 5(e). 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A be a symmetric *-algebra (that is, (e + x*x)-’ exists 
in A for every x E A). I f  f  sutisjies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.3, then h,(A) 
is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over h,(A,(f )) in SjSr . 
Proof. From Lemma 3.2 in [4] it follows that q(A) is a symmetric #-algebra 
on X,(A) (cf. [3]). Further, from Lemmas 1 and 2 in [9] we have that 
~~(a) q@‘,(/\,(A,(f ))) for every a E A. Hence, the corollary follows from 
Theorem 3.3. 
4. UNBOUNDED-REPRESENTABLE POSITIVE LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
Let A be a *-algebra with identity e and f a quasi-abelian positive linear 
functional on A. 
In this section we study positive linear functionals g with g < f. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A positive linear functional g on A is called f-quasiabelian 
if g(u*b) = g(bub) for all a E B(f) and a E A. 
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For T E VO(X,(A,(f))) with T > 0 we set 
f&4 = (T/\,(x) I W), XEA. 
Then, since q(x) $&(~&b(f)))j f~ is a P osi ive t linear functional on A with 
fl- G II T IIf. 
LEMMA 4.1. If  g is a positive linear functional on A with g ,< f, then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) g is f-quasiabelian; 
(2) there exists an element T of @a(h,(A,(f))) n rtrg(&(Ab(f))) such that 
0 < T<Iandg-f,. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2) It is immediately proved that there exists an element T 
of Vo(&(Ab(f))) such that 0 < T < I and g = fT . Hence, we have only to 
show that T E @&h,(A,(f ))). For each a, 6, c E B(f) we have 
(~&W> T&(c) I WN = (W(c) I 5&W)* W)) 
-= (TM4 I WI WbN 
= (%((a b)* b*c) I &(e)> 
= g((ab)* b*c) 
= g(b*ca) 
= (Th,(b*ca) j At(e)) 
= G”GbW UC) I VW. 
Hence, it follows that ~;(&(a)) T = Tm for every a E B(f). Since 
4&(B(f )))” = KM&(f ))), we have T E %(&(Jb(f ))). 
(2) =+ (1) For each a E B(f) and b E A we have 
g(a*b) = (TUa*b) I Me>) 
= (TW) I M4) 
and 
g(W = (Swab) I Ve)) 
== (T(,(h(abN Mb) I 5(e)) 
= 6&W)* TW I b(e)) 
= VW4 i U4. 
Hence, g is f-quasiabelian. 
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LEMMA 4.2. If  E is a projection in @s(&(Ab(f))) n Y&&(Ab(f))), then fa 
is a quasi-abelian positive linear functional on A with fE <f. Further, Afe(A) 
is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra which is identi$ed with the unbounded left 
Hilbert algebra E)I,(A). 
Proof, We set 
B(fd = B(f). 
For each x E Ah(f) and y  E A we have 
fE(Y*x*xY) G II ~AwfE(Y*Y). 
Hence, Ah(f) C Ab( fE). Thus, B( fE) is a *-subalgebra of Ab( f c) with an invo- 
lution a +a b. Also, it is easily proved that XfE(B( fE)) is dense in !&. From Lemma 
4.1, fE is f-quasi-abelian. Hence, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that NrE is a *-ideal 
in A and h,a(A,( fE)) is a left Hilbert algebra in ai, . Also, /\r,(A) is a pre-Hilbert 
space in afE and an involutive algebra with involution #. By the map U: 
hfB(x) --t E&(x), it is easily proved that U is extended to the isometric map 
from JsrE onto EBt and V&&4 hE( YN = (UhfE(4)(WE( Y)), uh#)# = 
(UX,,(x))#. Hence, it follows that h,=(A) is identified with the unbounded left 
Hilbert algebra Eh,(A). By identifying h,&B( fE)) (resp. AfE(Ab( fE))‘) with 
-h(W)) (r-p. (E/\f(&(fd))’ = -W%,(f ))‘h we can show that h&B(fd) 
is densely contained in h,E(Ab(fE))’ with respect to the norm topology in the 
Hilbert space 9(hf,(Ab( fE))). Thus, fE is quasi-abelian. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let g be a positive linear functional on A. If  &(A,( g)) 
is a left Hilbert algebra in sj, under the operations: h,(a) h,(b) = rrO(A,(a)) h,(b) = 
h,(ab), h,(a)+ = &(a*), then g is called bounded-representable. If  h,(A) is an 
unbounded left Hilbert algebra over X,(A,(g)) in !$, under the operations: 
h,(a) h,(b) = ~(&(a)) h,(b) = h,(ab), &(a)# = &(a*), theng is called unbounded- 
representable. 
LEMMA 4.3. If g is an f-quasiabelian positive linear functional on A with 
g < f, then g is bounded-representable. Further, h,(e) is a generating and separating 
vector for the von Neumann algebra %J/\,(A,,( g)) and 
&A(d) = %@cdAb(g))) x&), &(A,( id)” = %&%%(d)) h(e). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, there exists an element T of %,,(&(Ab(f)) n 
VO(h,(A,(f))) such that 0 < T < I and g = fr . For each a E Ah(f) and b E A 
we have 
II n,(a) WW = I/ ~A4 T1%(Olz 
< II ~Mi2 II T1~2MW 
= II ~Aa)l12 II 4@/12. 
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Hence, it follows that Ah(f) C Ab( g). For each x G A and b E B(f) we have 
(Tw,(x*) I h,(b)) = (TW,(e) ~ 7rf(X) X,(b)) 
___ 
= (T1i2U4 I I;) fw) 
= (&(bb) 1 Twqx)). 
Hence, it follows that the left ideal N, e.~ {s E A; g(x*x) = 0) is a *-ideal in A. 
And so, &(A,( g)) is an involutive algebra with the involution #. For each a E A 
there exists a sequence {bn} in B(f) such that lim,,, &(b,) = h,(a). Then, 
we have 
& II w4 - &J(u)‘12 = ;i (TA,(b, - a) 1 h,(b, - a)) 
= 0. 
Hence, h,(B(f)) is dense in $, . Also, since &(B(f)) C &,(A,(f)) C &(Ab( g)), 
h,(Ae( g)) is dense in !&, . Further, by the equality: for each a E Ab( g) and 
bc B(f) 
(&(a) I h(b)) = g(b*a) = g(abb) = (4,(bb) I 4hW 
it follows that h,(u) + &(a)# is closable. 
Thus, we can see that &(A,( g)) is a left Hilbert algebra in Sj, . 
We can prove in the same way as in Lemma 3.1 (4) that A,(e) is a generating 
and separating vector for %s(h,(A,( g))) and &(A,( g))’ = VJh,(A,( g))) x,(e), 
UM 0” = %&M g))) 4de). 
We consider below the conditions under which g is unbounded-representable. 
LEMMA 4.4. If  g is a quasi-ubeliun positive linear functional on A, thm it is 
unbounded-representable. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let A be a symmetric *-algebra. If  g is f-quusiubelian, then g 
is unbounded-representable. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.6. If  g is an unbounded-representable positive linear functional on 
A and E is a projection in %,,(&(A,( g))) n VO(h,(A,( g))), theng, is unbounded- 
representable. And, the unbounded left Hilbert algebra h,(A) is ident$ied with the 
unbounded left Hilbert algebra E/\,(A). 
Proof. This is proved in the same way as in Lemma 4.2. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a topological *-algebra with identity e and f  a con- 
tinuous quasi-abelian positive linear functional on A such that A*(f) is dense in A. 
If g is a continuous f-quasiabelian positive linear functional on A with g < f  
such that there exists a Tomita algebra .7(g) which is equivalently contained in the 
left Hilbert algebra &(A,( g)), then g is unbounded-representable. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, &(A,( g)) is a left Hilbert algebra in Jj, . Also, it 
follows from Ah(f) C Ab( g) that A,,(g) is dense in A. From the assumption: 
Y(g) C &(A6( g)) it follows that for each 7 E Y( g) there exist elements 
6, c E Ab( g) such that 7 = X,(b) and 7b = h,(c). Then, for each a E A,(g), we 
have 
&*a) = (444 I 4 == (?lb I 4&)iP) 
= (444 I &(a*)) = da+ 
Since Ab( g) is dense in A and g is continuous, we have 
Ma) I d = g(b*a) = Aa4 = (?lb I Ua)#) 
for every a E A. Thus, h,(a) E C@+(X,(A,( g))) and S+,(n))hJa) = h,(a)+. 
We now show that rig(a) 7 = ~$7) A,(a) for each a E A and 7 E Y(g), where 
rO (resp. ni) denotes the left (resp. right) regular representation of the left 
Hilbert algebra &(A,( g)). This follows from the equality: for each a, x E Ab( g) 
dx*ab) = (~&>rl ! U4) (7 51 h(b), b E A,(g)) 
= (m 444 I M4) 
= Gw4 I 4w 444) 
= @,(a) I 4k4) (7b = U4 c E A&)) 
= g(c*x*a), 
the density of Ab( g) in A and the continuity of g. Using the above fact, we can 
prove in the same way as the proof of Theorem 3.1 that rg(a) T@~(/\~(A~( g))) 
for every a E A. 
- - 
We finally claim that r,,(h,(a)) C r(A,(a)) for every a E A. This follows from 
the equality: for each X’ E Vo(h,(Ab( g))) 
7rO(h,(a)) X’&(e) = X’&(a) = X’7rJa) h,(e) 
= r,(a) X’/\,(e) = 7+,(a)) XI,(e). 
Thus, we can see that h,(A) is an unbounded left Hilbert algebra over &(A,( g)) 
in & . 
This completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY. Suppose that A and f  are of Theorem 4.1. I f  g is a continuous 
f-quasi-abelian positive linear functional on A with g < f  such that the left Hilbert 
algebra &(A,( g)) is achieved, then g is unbounded-representable. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 10.1 in [S] and theorem 4.1. 
5. CLASSIFICATION OF QUASI-ABELIAN POSITIVE LINEAR FUNCTIONAM 
Let A be a *-algebra with identity e and f a positive linear functional on A. 
DEFINITION 5. I. Let f  be a quasi-abelian (resp. unbounded-representable) 
positive linear functional on A. If  f(x*a*ax) < ~J(x*x) (y,, : constant) for all 
a, x E A, then f  is called relatively bounded. If  there exists a net [ f(,j of quasi- 
abelian (resp. unbounded-representable) relatively bounded positive linear 
functionals on A with fE < f  which converges weakly to f,  then f  is called weakly 
relatively unbounded. If  there does not exist any nonzero quasi-abelian (resp. 
unbounded-representable) relatively bounded positive linear functional g 
on A with g < f, then f  is called strictly relatively unbounded. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let f  be a quasi-abelian positive linear functional on A. 
(i) f  is relatively bounded rf and only tf  h,(A) is a left Hilbert algebra. 
(ii) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) f  is weakly relatively unbounded; 
(2) there exists a net { fJ of relatively bounded f-quasi-abelian positive 
linear functionals fa with fu < f which converges weakly to f;  
(3) the unbounded left Hilbert algebra /\,(A) is weakly unbounded. 
(iii) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) f  is strictly relatively unbounded; 
(2) there does not exist any nonzero relatively bounded f-quasi-abelian 
positive linear functional g with g < f; 
(3) the unbounded left Hilbert algebra h,(A) is strictly unbounded. 
Proof. Assertion (i) is easily proved. 
(ii) Assertion (I) 3 (2) is obvious. 
(2) =S (3) From Lemma 4.1, there exists an element T, of V,,(h,(A,(f))) n 
Vo(h,(A,(f))) such that 0 < T, < I and fu = fr . Let {EA}AEn be a maximal 
family of nonzero mutually orthogonal projuections in 9/Jhf(Ab( f  ))) n 
Vo(/?f(Ah(f))) such that fE, is relatively bounded for every h E (1. Then we 
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show that CAEn E,, = I. I f  E G xAEn E, # I, then there exists a nonzero element 
x of A such that (I - E) h,(x) # 0. Since {fa} converges weakly to f, i.e., for 
each y  E A 
li,m U”df(4 I xf(y)) = lipfa(r*4 
= f(r*x> 
= @f(X) I h,(Y)) 
and 0 < T, < I for all LY, {T&x)} converges weakly to A&X). And so, we have 
li,m (T,V - E) W I MxN = li,m (TM+ I (I- El Mx)) 
= @f(X) I (I - El 5(x)) 
# 0. 
Hence, TaO(I - E)h,(x) # 0 for some (~a . Let T=, = si h dFaO(h) be the spectral 
resolution of TN, . Then, there exists a h, such that 0 < ha < 1 and 
(I - Fmo(Ao))(I - E) 5(x) # 0. We set 
Since 
and fa, is relatively bounded, we can prove that fc,, is relatively bounded. This 
contradicts that {EAXeA is maximal. By (i), hfJA) is a left Hilbert algebra for 
every h E /l. Therefore, E,/\,(A) is a left Hilbert algebra for every h E (1. Thus, 
h,(A) is a weakly unbounded left Hilbert algebra. 
(3) :a (1) Suppose that there exists a family (EA}AEn of nonzero mutually 
orthogonal projections in %,,(Af(Ab(f))) n -t';,(h,(A,(f))) such that CnEn EA = I 
and E,J,(A) is a left Hilbert algebra for every h E (1. Then, it is easily proved 
that fEA is relatively bounded for every h E /1 and &En fEA(x) = f(x) for every 
x E A. Hence, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that (f,, ; d is a finite subset of A} 
is a net of relatively bounded quasi-abelian positive linear functionals on A with 
f4 <f which converges weakly to f.  Thus, f  is weakly relatively unbounded. 
(iii) This is proved in the same way as (ii). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let f  be an unbounded-representable positive linear functional 
on A. Then, f  is relatively bounded (resp. weakly relatively unbounded, strictly 
relatively unbounded) if and only if the unbounded left Hilbert algebra X,(A) is 
a left Hilbert algebra (resp. weakly unbounded, strictly unbounded). 
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Proof. Using Lemma 4.6, this is proved in the same way as in Theorem 5. I 
THEOREM 5.3. If  f  is a quasi-abelian positive linear functional on A, then there 
e.rist quasi-abelian positive linear functionals fi , fi on A such that fi is weakly 
relatively unbounded, fi is strictly relatively unbounded, and f  == fi -t f2 . 
Proof. From Theorem 2.3 there exists a projection E in SYO(&(Ab(,f))) n 
^t/;)(U&(f ))) such that E&(A) is weakly unbounded and (I - E) A,(A) is strictly 
unbounded. From Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 5.1, it is easily proved that fi fi: 
and f2 =-E fipE satisfy the assertions of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. I f  AZ’ is a closed E W#-algebra over A!,, and4 is a faithful o-weakly 
continuous positive linear functional on A’, then there exist quasi-abelian positive 
linear functionals rjl , q$ on A! such that (bl is weakly relatively unbounded, 4% 
is strictly relatively unbounded, and $ = & -$- d2 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 5.3. 
THEOREM 5.4. If  f  is an unbounded-representable positive linear functional 
on A, then there exist unbounded-representable positive linear functionals fi , fz 
on A such that fi is weakly relatively unbounded, fi is strictly relatively unbounded, 
andf -fi-!-f2. 
Proof. This is proved in the same way as Theorem 5.3. 
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